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Context



Health equivalent income concept

• Developed by Fleurbaey (2005) and Fleurbaey & Maniquet (2011)
• A non-welfarist measure of well-being 
• A variant of the concept of money-metric utility (Samuelson, 1974 ; 

Samuelson and Swamy, 1974). 
• Level of income that would put the individuals in an equivalent 

situation, from their point of view, if they were in perfect health 
rather than in their actual health states. 

• Health equivalent income = income – willingness to pay to be in 
perfect health 

Close link with willingness to pay : however when using equivalent 
income concept, we keep information on level of income and not 
only on variation of income. 



Health equivalent income concept



Aim of the paper 

• To test feasibility of using equivalent income 
approach in the context of public health decision-
making 

1. Antihypertensive treatments for patients with essential hypertension 
• Strategy A : Placebo
• Strategy B : 1° angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors ; 2° ACE 

inhibitors-diuretics ; 3° tritherapy (cheaper in HAS model)
• Strategy C : 1° calcium antagonists ; 2° calcium antagonists-ACE inhibitors ; 

3° tritherapy (most effective in HAS model)

2. Two databases: 
• A survey on a representative sample of the French population on equivalent 

incomes (n=3331)
• A cost-effectiveness model about antihypertensive treatments in essential 

hypertension (cost/life years gained) from HAS
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Methodology



General methodology



To estimate equivalent incomes with 
strategy A, B and C

1. To estimate the probabilities of occurrence of 
CVE for all individuals with hypertension in the 
sample with strategies A, B and C for each year 
on ten years

2. To measure the consequences of CV event for all 
individuals of the sample (those with and without 
HTA) 

• In terms of health 
• To simulate the SAH that individuals would have declared if they 

had all their current diseases as well as an extra CVE. 
1. For example, the simulated SAH obtained for an individual that experiences a 

stroke is the following: 

i1 stroke*ˆ~ aSAHAHS ii 



To estimate equivalent incomes with 
strategy A, B and C

• In terms of income : tax payers’ income and individuals with 
HTA
• HTA treatments, medical cares following CV events, out-of-pocket
• Total cost of insurance divided between all individuals within the 

sample according to their participation to the national health insurance 
expenditures (data given by Caussat et al. 2005)

• In terms of equivalent income 
• We compute an estimation of the individuals’ equivalent incomes

using the simulated health            and the estimated income  for all 
individuals

3. Ex post analysis

K
iEIH~

iincome)og(l~
iAHS~
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First results



Simulated SAH

1. SAH is always better in B & C than in A (placebo)
2. Very close between B & C  



Simulated costs

1. Cost of insurance paid by all individuals:
1. increase/decrease due to the price of HTA treatments 
2. increase/decrease due to the price of medical cares following CV events
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Conclusion



Conclusions

1. Much work is still needed because some result are inconsistent 
another modelization process is currently being tested.

2. This study provide some demonstration about feasibility of this 
approach for public decision making.

3. Clinical data and costs are the same than those used traditional 
cost/effectiveness analysis.

4. WTP to be in perfect health and SAH are specifically needed to 
compute individuals’ equivalent incomes…

5. …however, they aren't more difficult to obtain than utility weights 
in the EQ-5D scoring function used in cost/QALY studies. 

6. As for EQ-5D scoring function, once a survey on equivalent income 
is conducted on a representative sample of the population, it 
provides generic information that can be used to assess various 
treatments in many conditions. 


